Adding a Public Director
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Goal

Primary Care Network Boards will
strive towards appointing at least
one Public Director to their Board

For more information or support, please contact us by email at
pcnevolution@albertadoctors.org or by phone at 1.866.714.5724.
For technical assistance with PCN branding, job postings
and application forms, please contact info@pcnpmo.ca

A PREPARATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Inform the membership early and often of all steps in the process

•

Confirm the advantages

•

Confirm number of Director positions – include Article amendment as required

•

Confirm length of term of Public Director – include Article amendment as required

•

Confirm Articles of Incorporation are revised that enable appointment of a Public Director

•

Board appoints Nominations Committee

•

Inform NPC membership

B RECRUITMENT
•

Confirm the advantages of the Public Director with the existing Board – attached

•

Determine desired competencies

•

Obtain Board motion to proceed

•

Inform NPC membership and Governance Committee

•

Establish selection guidelines

•

Issue call for applications

C SELECTION
•

Confirm short list of applicants

•

Ensure Board is informed of progress and timelines

•

Schedule interviews

•

Confirm interview questions – see attached

•

Schedule preparation session for Nominations Committee

•

Conduct interviews and make recommendation to Board

•

Board reaches decision

•

Make verbal and written offer

•

Inform NPC membership of decision

•

Consider confirming an announcement to the public

D ORIENTATION
E RESOURCES

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

•
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• Confirm the advantages
• Confirm number of Director positions –
include Article amendment as required
• Confirm length of term of Public Director –
include Article amendment as required
• Confirm Articles of Incorporation are revised
that enable appointment of a Public Director
• Board appoints Nominations Committee
• Inform NPC membership

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

and Engagement
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A: Preparation
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The Advantages of a Public Director on your
NPC Board:

• The patient centered health home model includes
community participation and feedback as an
integral component of its ongoing planning and
evaluation of services.
• A Public Director could also bring specific skillsets to a NPC Board that could help enrich
discussions and provide advice /support (e.g.,
legal, financial advice).
• A Public Director will enhance the diversity and
provide new perspectives to a NPC Board.

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

• Improving the governance of the corporation is
the most important reason for a public board
member.
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Key Messages

• Recognizing that two governance models exist for
PCNs, it is recommended that the Public Director sit
within the Physician NPC in Model I and the NPC Joint
Physician-AHS Board in Model II.
• In order to ensure a Public Director would not carry
the balance of power in Model II (where the model
would suggest an equal number of physician, AHS and
public directors), one process for consideration would
be to require a minimum of one vote from each of the
respective parties. This would mean that in order for
any vote to be carried there would need to be broad
levels of support across all Directors.

• Having a Public Board member will open your PCN
to greater public scrutiny. While this is ultimately a
good thing, it will be a transition for all PCNs. A Public
Board member may not have a good understanding
of medical terms.
• A Public Director will likely introduce new ideas,
concepts and processes for consideration. Existing
Board members will need to be open to new ideas
and be willing to accept new approaches.
• Not having a rigorous selection process and orientation
for the Public Director could cause a misunderstanding
of the role to be played. The Public Director is not
intended to be an advocate for the public and this
needs to be established at the onset.

Possible Board Motion:
MOTION: Be it resolved that by MONTH, YEAR, the XYZ
Primary Care Network Board will recruit and appoint one
Public Director with a term of 1, 2 or 3 (confirm which)
years.
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1 THAT THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF THE
COMPANY BE AMENDED BY ADDING A DEFINITION
FOR “PUBLIC DIRECTOR”:
“Public Director” means an individual who is not a
Member and who is appointed by the Board for a
term set by the Board with such powers, duties and
remuneration as set by the Board at the time of the
appointment of the individual to that position.
2 THAT THE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF THE
COMPANY BE AMENDED BY ADDING A DEFINITION
FOR “NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE”:
“Nominations Committee”: means the committee
appointed by the Board to nominate a candidate to be
a Public Director and to accept nominations (including
those from the floor at the Annual General Meeting)
and present a slate of candidates for the election of
Directors at the Annual General Meeting.
Note: Consideration must be given to the current Articles
which set out the number of Directors. Most Articles
provide for a range of between 2 and 20, while others may
be specific and allow for a set number. In this latter case
an amendment may be required.
NOTE: The above resolutions suggest the development of
a Nominations Committee. This is not mandatory and is
the decision of the NPC Board. Alternatively, the decision
to both select and appoint a Public Board Director can
also be made by the entire NPC Board itself. In the case of
Model II, this would be with the Joint NPC-AHS Board.
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Risks and Issues Related to a Public Director
(Risk Mitigation)

Special Resolutions
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Where would a Public Director sit within the
existing PCN Governance structure?
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• Confirm the advantages of the Public Director
with the existing Board – attached
• Determine desired competencies – attached
• Defining application process – attached
• Confirm Board Director job description – attached
• Advertisement – attached
• Places to Advertise
• Screening of applications
• Prepare briefing package for applicants – attached
• Establish selection guidelines
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B: Recruitment

(Modified from the Accountability Group, Lyn McDonnell)

Specific competencies include technical and strategic
competencies which are needed in the overall mix but
not required from all Board members.

Specific

Interpersonal

All Directors should possess strong
interpersonal competencies.

The following are six areas of competence required for effective governance. These influence both the work of the Board
collectively and the capacity of board members individual to contribute to the dialogue.
1 Contextual Dimensions: The way in which the Board understands and takes into account the culture and norms of
the organization it governs. They consider the characteristics, culture, vision, mission and traditions and reinforce the
organizations value in their work.
2 Educational Dimensions: The necessary action to be knowledgeable about the organization, their own roles and
responsibilities and others they may work with.
3 Interpersonal Dimensions: The building, development and nurturing of a functional working team capable of shared
goal setting, self-assessment, leadership development and collective achievement.
4 Analytical Dimensions: The ability to view the broad perspective on issues, while assessing each part. The
willingness to question, explore and consider differences of opinion.
5 Political Dimensions: Developing and maintaining healthy relationships with major stakeholders and communicating
with key constituents.
6 Strategic Dimensions: Envisions a direction and develops strategy to act proactively in support of organization’s goals.

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

Governance

Governance competencies include a shared
set of competencies that most members of
the Board should demonstrate.
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Competencies of Governance
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Board Member Job Description (SAMPLE)
Authority and Responsibility
The Board of Directors is the legal authority for XXXNFP. As a member of the Board, a Director acts in a position of trust
for the membership and community and is responsible for the effective governance of the organization. A Director has a
legal duty to act in the best interest of the corporation.

Requirements
1

Commitment to the work of the organization

2

Knowledge and skills in one or more areas of Board governance: policy, finance, programs, personnel and advocacy

3

Willingness to serve on committees

4

Attendance at monthly Board meetings

5

Attendance at meetings of assigned committees

6

Attendance at Annual General Meetings (AGM)

7

Attendance at membership meetings

8

Support of special events

9

Fostering friendly and positive working relationships between Board members and staff

10 Maintaining confidentiality of Board business

Term
Directors are elected by the membership at the Annual General Meeting. Directors serve for a XX year term.
Directors may be released at the end of the elected term, by resigning, or according to NFP Articles of Incorporation.
Public Members are appointed by the Board of Directors for a term of XX years. The Public Director may resign
or be removed according the Articles of Incorporation.

Duties and Responsibilities
A Director is fully informed on organizational matters, and participates in the Board’s deliberations and decisions
in matters of strategy, policy, finance, programs, personnel and advocacy. Directors must:
1

Approve, where appropriate, policy and other recommendations received from the Board, its standing
committees and senior staff

2

Monitor compliance with all Board policies

3

Review the Articles and policy manual, and recommend Article changes to the membership

4

Review the Board’s structure through an annual evaluation process, Participate in the development of
organizational plan and annual review

5

Approve the annual and semi-annual budget

6

Approve the recruitment, compensation and termination of the Executive Director (ED), based on the
recommendations of the HR committee

7

Support and participate in evaluating the ED’s annual performance

8

Assist in developing and maintaining positive relations among the Board, committees, staff members,
and community to enhance the mission

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

Requirements of Board membership include:
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Application Process
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                          (insert your PCN logo here)

XYZ
Primary Care Network
Board of Directors

Primary Care Networks
Primary Care Networks (PCNs) are not-for-profit organizations
supported by an agreement between Alberta Health (AH)
and Alberta Health Services (AHS) and the XYZ Primary Care
Network. PCNs are collaborations between local physician
groups and AHS Zones to enhance comprehensive primary
care services in a geographic area. The XYZ PCN has been in
operation since 2000 and employs 20 staff and includes 40
physicians who work in one of 10 clinics.

The Role
XYZ Primary Care Network (PCN) is seeking applications from
individuals interested in serving as a public member on the PCN
Board of Directors. A public member shares with the Chair and
other members of the Board the responsibilities of: governing
the PCN, which includes formulating policies and processes
that enable the Board to make responsible decisions on fiscal
and clinical matters; fostering the purpose and vision of the
PCN; and has a commitment to the financial and social wellbeing of the PCN and to primary care generally.

Qualifications
To be eligible, you should have senior leadership and
governance experience, an understanding of financial matters,
have demonstrated community volunteer involvement and
experience with Board governance. Preference will be given
to applicants who demonstrate business acumen and/or
have demonstrated experience working within non-clinical
industries. Preference will also be given to applicants who have
a demonstrated an understanding of the principles of Corporate
governance and who can support the Board in the launch of
this inaugural role for the PCN.

Notes
Appointment: A public member is appointed for a term of
XX year(s) (set by each individual Board and if there is a
reappointment process then it needs to be through an Article
amendment). This posting may be used to fill both existing
and future vacancies.

For information on the PCN please click here:
(Insert the PCN address hyper link here after the Word file
is saved as a PDF AND include the link written out in the
Word file.)

How to Apply
If you are interested in this unique opportunity, please forward a
resume including a brief biography and a completed application
profile. You can access the application profile by selecting the
link below. If you are the successful applicant, the information
provided in your biography may be used in media releases. The
use and disclosure of your personal information is managed in
accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act (Alberta).
If you have any questions about the collection, use or disclosure
of this information, please contact Human Resources, Alberta
Innovation and Advanced Education, 500, Phipps-McKinnon
Building, 10020 101A Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 3G2
Phone: (780) 427-2210; Fax (780) 427-3316.

Position Profile
To access the application form please click here.
(place a hyperlink once the PDF has been saved)

Location:
Cityville, Alberta
We thank all those who apply, however, only those who will be
offered an interview will be contacted.

All applications must be received by month, date, year.
Please submit your letter expressing interest and resume
electronically to the PCN President Dr. PQR at (insert a non
personal email address).

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

Director Vacancy
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Online information ad (EXAMPLE)
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Suggested Places to Advertise

• Local Newspapers/Community Newspapers (especially in larger centres)
• Rotary Clubs and similar organizations
• Professional Associations (e.g., lawyers, accountants)
• Word-of-Mouth (PCN staff, Board Members, AHS Governance Representatives)
When running print ads in daily or weekly newspapers we suggest using a smaller recruitment sized ad that advertises
the Public Director Vacancy and includes a web link, pointing to the full page ad customized by you.

< Insert your logo in place of PCN

XYZ
Primary Care Network
Board of directors is now
accepting applications for
a Public Director.

< insert your PCN name

Please go to
www.http://xyzPCNinfolink.com

Insert the weblink you’ve set up for
accessing the full page description ad.

(insert your link for the full ad details here).

<

< Insert your logo in place of PCN

XYZ
Primary Care Network
Board of Directors

< Insert your PCN name

Public Director
Vacancy
XYZ Primary Care Network
Board of directors is now
accepting applications for
a Public Director.
Please go to
www.http://xyzPCNinfolink.com

(insert your link for the full ad details here).

< Repeat your PCN name here.

<
Insert the weblink you’ve set up for
accessing the full page description ad.

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

2 examples of smaller, brief copypoint ads are here:
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The goal is to ensure maximum exposure to ensure you are viewed as being very transparent and open and to ensure
you maximize the potential of recruiting the most qualified candidates possible. Possible places to advertise the Public
Board Director opportunity include:

Primary Care Network Board of Directors Public Member

Application Form
1 Candidate Name
Mailing Address
City

Province

Postal Code

Email
2 Please attach resume.
3 Please list prior experience serving as a Board Member with other non-profit organizations:

4 Why are you interested in serving as a Board Member for the Click here to enter text. Primary Care Network?

5 What would you be able to contribute to the Primary Care Network?

6 What do you know about the Primary Care Network’s involvement in the community?

7 What opportunities do you see for community partnerships?

8 Please share any other information you feel important for consideration of your application to serve as a Primary Care
Network Public Board Member.

Thank you for your interest.
Please submit this application and your resume by email to                                                  or by fax at

Checklist: information for prospective Board Members
Action: to be sent to applicants selected for an interview
1 Information about your PCN, programs
and staff

2 Information about your board and how
it operates
This might include:

• Fact Sheet: a short overview of your PCN that
includes the PCN’s mission and purpose, whom the
PCN serves, the PCN’s history, its programs and
services, and its funding sources

• Board member job descriptions

• Brochure: lists the highlights of your PCN
• Annual Report: includes the highlights of the
PCN’s work and its financial statements
• Newsletters: include any back issues that you
believe are relevant to the prospective Board
member
• Programs and services summary: include only
if it is not contained in the other documents
• Staff organization chart: shows the positions and
levels in the PCN
• List and biographies of senior staff members:
includes the executive director and other members
who hold senior positions in your PCN
• Summary of major funding sources: lists the
major funding sources and describes in detail how
your PCN obtains and allocations funds
• Summary of strategic plan or a similar
document: outlines your PCN’s strategic direction
for the next three to ten years
• Samples of publicity generated by your PCN:
include web and newspaper articles and other
forms of social media that is relevant
• Other:

• Information about the role of the Board and how it
operates, including board member code of conduct
• Board and committee structure chart
• List and biographies of current Board members
• Worksheet for estimating resources required from
Board members
• Orientation and development opportunities for
Board members
• Board manual table of contents
• Other:

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

This might include:
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How to prepare your applicants
prior to the selection interview
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•
•
•
•
•

Confirm short list of applicants
Ensure Board is informed of progress and timelines
Schedule interviews
Confirm interview questions – see attached
Schedule preparation session for Nominations
Committee
Conduct interviews and make recommendation
to Board
Board reaches decision
Make verbal and written offer
Inform NPC membership of decision
Consider confirming an announcement
to the public

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

•
•
•
•
•
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C: Selection

Candidate:

Date:

Venue:

Interviewer(s):

Contextual Dimensions: The way in which the Board understands and takes into account the culture and norms of
the organization it governs. They consider the characteristics, culture, vision, mission and traditions and reinforce the
organization’s value in their work.

Please tell us what has inspired you or interested you to apply to be a public member on the Board of the
Primary Care Network.
Question 2
What do you understand the role of the public member on the Board to be?
Question 3
What steps/processes would you undertake to better understand the culture, traditions and norms of the
Primary Care Network?
Question 4
Please share with us your understanding and experience with the importance of mission and vision of an
organization.
Educational Dimensions: The necessary action to be knowledgeable about the organization, their own roles and
responsibilities and others they may work with.
Question 5
What do you think are the important health issues and challenges within the geographic area of this PCN?
Question 6
Based upon your knowledge of healthcare, what do you see are some of the opportunities or challenges our
Primary Care Network may have going forward?

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

Question 1
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Interview Questions
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Question 7
What skills, knowledge areas or experiences would you bring to this PCN’s Board that may be unique if you are
chosen as our public member?
Question 8
Please describe any relevant experience on a board or community group.
Question 9

Question 10
In your own words, please describe some of the elements that comprise good governance.
Analytical & Political Dimensions: The ability to view the broad perspective on issues, while assessing each part. The
willingness to question, explore and consider differences of opinion. Developing and maintaining healthy relationships
with major stakeholders and communicating with key constituents.
Question 11
How do you form opinions about things you have little or no knowledge of?
Question 12
Up to now, the PCN Board has been comprised of physicians. How would you bring the Board along on the
journey to accepting a less homogeneous or “new” point of view?
Question 13
How would you respond to an assertion by someone that this is outside your area of expertise because you are
not a physician or that you don’t work in health care?
Question 14
As a minority (non physician) on the Board, how would you “test the majority view” if you thought they were
going in the wrong direction? Walk us through how you might approach this.
General Questions:
Question 15
If offered the role, what would be your biggest concerns or apprehensions?
Question 16
Do you have any other major obligations or responsibilities that may hinder your flexibility to be able to attend
PCN Board Meetings?
Question 17
Do you have any questions for us?

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

If you have been on a Board in the past, what 1-2 key “learnings” or insights did you have from that
experience?
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Interpersonal & Strategic Dimensions: the building, development and nurturing of a functional working team capable
of shared goal setting, self-assessment, leadership development and collective achievement. Envisions a direction and
develops strategy to act proactively in support of organizations goals.

Please note any comments which may help in the decision making process:
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PRIMARY CARE NETWORK
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PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

D: Orientation

Introduction
• Contains the welcome
What is “good” governance and why is it important?
• Brief overview of responsibility re oversight of the operations of the PCN
• Maintaining the PCN’s mission, establishing strategic direction, ensuring compliance with all legal requirements and
maintaining the PCN’s financial wellbeing
• Purpose of the manual
Help understand your rights and responsibilities

History and Mission
• Mission Statement
Short description of director responsibility
• History of the PCN
Incorporation and go live dates
Programs and Services
Most recent annual report or summary of program accomplishments
• Fiduciary Responsibilities of a Board Member
Description of the legal responsibilities
Setting the “tone at the top”. Leadership is responsible for setting the ethical climate of the PCN
> Making decision in the best interests of the PCN to support the mission statement
> Sign the Board Code of Conduct
> Requirement to hold each Board member accountable
Duty of Care
> Delegation of authority to PCN members or Executive Director/staff
> Meeting preparation
Duty of Obedience
> Conflict of Interest
Confidentiality
Attendance
Board Solidarity
Director’s Rights
Board Compensation
Board Communication
> Official spokesperson
> Requests for interviews
• Board’s Responsibility for Financial Oversight
Finance and Audit Committee
Board overarching responsibility
Board’s responsibility for establishing proper financial systems and controls are in place

PRIMARY CARE NETWORK

• Support
From other Board members
Legal counsel
Auditor
Other
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Orientation
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• Overseeing the Performance and Compensation of Management
Executive Director is hired and supervised by the Board
Annual performance review
Setting Executive compensation which includes benefits
Documentation of decision making process

• Board Evaluation
Periodic evaluation of the Board’s own performance
Annual review of past performance
> What skills the Board is lacking
> Decision to recruit additional members
> Individual performance and engagement

Conclusion
• Summary and thanks
• Recognition that the information may at first be overwhelming
• Offer of support from existing members and external resources

Appendices
1

Articles of Association

2

Articles of Incorporation

3

List of Board Members

4

Most recent Annual Report including Audited Financial Statements

5

Current Budget

6

Current Business Plan

7

Board Minutes for past 12 months

8

Conflict of Interest Policy

9

Conflict of Interest Questionnaire

10 Board Code of Conduct
11 List of Committees
12 Organizational Chart
13 JV Agreement
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• Risk Management and Directors’ and Officers’ Insurance
Board has the responsibility to protect the assets of the PCN
Development of a risk management plan
> Identify the risk
> Mitigate the risk
> Insure against the risk
Liability as a Director
> Prevention
> Indemnification
> Directors’ and Officers’ (Errors and Omissions) Insurance
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• Strategic Planning
Board’s responsibility in ensuring the mission statement meets the PCN’s needs and that programs and services
align and support the mission statement
Boards responsibility to ensure they have a good understanding of stakeholder/member interests and concerns
Consideration as to effectiveness of existing programs and services and evaluate existing resources to support
the strategic plan
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Board Development: Board Building – Recruiting
and Developing Effective Board Members for Notfor-Profit Organizations. A Self-Guided Workbook.
The Muttart Foundation, revised 2008
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E: Resources

Adding a Public Director

to your PCN Board
A workbook with tools for recruitment, selection and orientation

